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ABSTRACT

The DNA damage response (DDR) involves both the control of DNA damage repair and signaling to cell cycle checkpoints. Therefore, unraveling the underlying mechanisms of the DDR is important for understanding tumor suppression and cellular resistance to clastogenic cancer therapeutics. Because the DDR is likely to be influenced by chromatin regulation at the sites of DNA damage, we investigated the role of heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) during the DDR process. We monitored double-strand breaks (DSBs) using the γH2AX foci marker and found that depleting cells of HP1 caused genotoxic stress, a delay in the repair of DSBs and elevated levels of apoptosis after irradiation. Furthermore, we found that these defects in repair were associated with impaired BRCA1 function. Depleting HP1 reduced recruitment of BRCA1 to DSBs and caused defects in two BRCA1-mediated DDR events: (i) the homologous recombination repair pathway and (ii) the arrest of cell cycle at the G2/M checkpoint. In contrast, depleting HP1 from cells did not affect the non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) pathway: instead it elevated the recruitment of the 53BP1 NHEJ factor to DSBs. Notably, all three subtypes of HP1 seemed to be almost equally important for these DDR functions. We suggest that the dynamic interaction of HP1 with chromatin and other DDR factors could determine DNA repair choice and cell fate after DNA damage. We also suggest that compromising HP1 expression could promote tumorigenesis by impairing the function of the BRCA1 tumor suppressor.

INTRODUCTION

Mammalian genomes are characterized by heterochromatin, regions that are compact and transcriptionally silent, and euchromatin, regions that have a looser structure and are associated with active gene transcription. Chromatin structure is actively regulated by various epigenetic mechanisms, including modifications of histone proteins during gene expression, DNA replication and the DNA damage response (DDR) (1,2). The classical heterochromatin factor, heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1), is a key component of heterochromatin in diverse organisms (3–6). The three human HP1 isoforms, HP1α, HP1β and HP1γ, all share a characteristic N-terminal chromodomain, a central hinge domain and a C-terminal chromoshadow domain. Through their chromodomains, HP1 proteins interact with di-methylated or tri-methylated lysine residues 9 of histone H3 (H3K9me2 and H3K9Me3) (7). The chromoshadow domain of HP1 interacts with various protein factors, via interactions with its PxVxL-containing motifs. The hinge domain of HP1, which is the least conserved region among three subtypes of HP1, is responsible for binding to RNA molecules (8–10).

DNA damage is frequently generated by the collapse of replication forks or by genotoxic agents, including ionizing radiation (IR). Cells respond to DNA damage by activating the DDR network, which includes DNA repair, cell cycle arrest, senescence and apoptosis (11,12). These DDR pathways are activated by numerous protein factors in a dynamic and highly ordered manner. Protein factors involved in DDR include the p53 and BRCA1 tumor suppressors, cell cycle regulators, apoptosis regulators and DNA repair factors, such as the ATM/ATR (Ataxia-telangiectasia/ATM and Rad3-related) kinase and 53BP1. Specifically, DNA double-stranded breaks (DSBs) lead to cell cycle arrest at cell cycle checkpoints to provide the time needed for repair by either the...
homologous recombination (HR) or non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) repair pathways (13). Cells with extensive DNA damage often undergo cell death by apoptosis or other mechanisms. If cells’ responses to damaged DNA are incomplete or aberrant, it is harmful to them and often leads to mutations, genomic instability and carcinogenesis.

The biological roles of HP1 in regulating DDR signaling and repair are not fully understood. HP1 is reported to have diverse cellular functions including transcription regulation, chromatin remodeling, DNA replication, non-coding RNA binding and others (14). Recent studies have revealed that HP1 is also involved in various DDR processes (15–17). However, the spatial and temporal regulation of the association and dissociation of HP1 with chromatin in response to DNA damage is still unclear. In some studies, DNA damage induces the transient removal of HP1 proteins from DSB sites to facilitate the binding of DDR factors to chromatin for DNA repair (15,18,19). However, other studies have indicated that DNA damage induces the association of HP1 with DSB sites, suggesting HP1 is dynamically mobilized and recruited to play an active role for in DSB processes (16,17,20). In support of this, nematodes that are deficient for an isoform of HP1 (HLP-2) have a higher sensitivity to irradiation than their wild-type counterparts (16). There are also discrepancies relating to the function of HP1 in DDR processes that arise due to the isoform of HP1 that is studied and the cell systems and experimental conditions used (4,21,22). At this time, the contributions of each HP1 subtype to the DDR signaling and DSB repair pathways are not clearly understood.

We wished to determine the molecular mechanisms underlying the roles of HP1 in regulating DSB repair and promoting genome stability. Here, we show that HP1 played a critical role in DDR pathways by promoting BRCA1 function and recruitment to DSB sites. BRCA1 is a known essential DDR factor involved in HR repair and control of the G2/M cell cycle checkpoint. In this report, we demonstrate that the three subtypes of human HP1 were important not just for HR DNA repair but also for control of the G2/M cell cycle checkpoint, through their effect on BRCA1.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mammalian cells

U2OS, MCF7 and HCC1937 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). U2OS and MCF7 cells transduced with shRNAs were maintained by the addition of puromycin (10 µg/ml). U2OS-HR and U2OS-NHEJ cells were obtained from Dr Jeremy Stark (City of Hope). AsiSI-ER-U2OS cells were a kind gift from Dr Gaëlle Legube (University of Toulouse).

RNA interference

Two sets of HP1-specific siRNAs were purchased from Dharmacon and Santa Cruz Biotechnology. The siRNAs were transfected into mammalian cells using Lipofectamine RNAiMAX Transfection Reagent (Invitrogen) according to manufacturer’s protocol. The shRNA (short hairpin RNA) plasmids pLKO.1 for respective HP1 subtypes were obtained from Academia Sinica. Plasmids were co-transfected into HEK293FT cells together with pΔ8.7 and pVSV-G plasmids. Lentiviral supernatants were harvested on the fifth day. For lentiviral infection, U2OS or MCF-7 cells were plated the day before infection and cultured overnight. Lentiviruses carrying the shRNAs against HP1 were added to cells in culture medium containing polybrene (8 µg/ml) and incubated for 24 h. The transduced cells were enriched and pooled by cultivating with puromycin (2 µg/ml). The knockdown of HP1 by RNA interference was confirmed by western blot analyses with specific HP1 antibodies (Abcam).

Western blot analysis

Whole-cell lysates were prepared by lysing cells in RIPA buffer [25 mM Tris–HCl, 125 mM NaCl, 1% Nonidet-P-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and a Complete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Roche)]. Equal amounts of cell lysates were separated by SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis then transferred to membrane and immunoblotted with antibodies against HP1 subtypes (Abcam), γH2AX (Millipore) and actin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Blots were stained with an enhanced chemiluminescence detection kit (ECL-Plus, Amersham Biosciences).

Foci formation assay

MCF7 and HP1-depleted cells were cultured on slides for 20 h and then fixed with a 1:1 mixture of ethanol and methanol at −20 °C overnight. U2OS cells and the respective HP1-depleted cells were incubated with pre-extraction buffer (20 mM Tris–HEPES, pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, 3 mM MgCl2, 300 mM sucrose and 0.5% Triton X100) for 5 min and fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde at room temperature for 15 min. Fixed MCF7 and U2OS cells were blocked with blocking buffer (PBS with 0.05% Tween 20 and 2% bovine serum albumin) for 30 min. The slides were stained with anti-γH2AX antibody (Millipore), anti-BRCA1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and anti-53BP1 (Millipore) for 1 h at 37 °C in a humidified chamber. The slides were washed twice with PBST buffer and incubated with secondary antibodies (Alexa 488 or 568 from Invitrogen) in the humidified chamber for 1 h. For double staining, the slides were incubated with two different primary and then two different secondary antibodies. The slides were washed twice with PBST, and the cells were stained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Invitrogen). Foci were observed using an inverted fluorescence microscope (IX81, Olympus) with a ×60 objective magnification. The images were captured and analyzed by image-pro 6.3 software.

HR/NHEJ reporter assay

HR/NHEJ assays were performed as previously described (23). U2OS-HR and U2OS-NHEJ cells (1 × 105) were first
transfected with individual siRNAs (10 pmol) specific for each respective HP1 subtype. The next day, JS20-I-SceI expression constructs (1 μg) were transfected into the U2OS reporter cells using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). Green fluorescent protein (GFP)-positive cells were quantified by flow cytometry using a Gallios Flow cytometer/cell sorter (Beckman). Approximately 0.5–1 × 10⁶ cells (ungated) were analyzed by blue laser (488 nm) to measure the FL1 parameter. Data were processed by using the Gallios software provided by the manufacturer.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation assay

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays were performed according to previous published procedures with minor modifications (24). AsiSI-ER-U2OS cells were treated with 4-OHT (4-hydroxytamoxifen), and the soluble chromatin was prepared by sonication. Antibodies against BRCA1 (SantaCruz Biotechnology), 53BP1 (Millipore), RAD51 (SantaCruz Biotechnology) and HP1 (Abcam) were incubated with the fractions of soluble chromatin at 4°C overnight. Immunoprecipitated pellets were washed with washing buffer, and the bound chromatin was eluted with elution buffer. After the cross-linking of the immunoprecipitated chromatin was reversed, the DNA was purified by phenol-chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. The purified DNA was dissolved in 30 μl of 10 mM Tris·HCl, pH 8.0 and 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, and 1 μl was used for each polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis. The primers were proximal to the cleavage sites by AsiSI (chr1_89231183: FW: 5’-GATTGGCTATGGGTGTTGGAC-3’, REV: 5’-CATCCTGCAAACCAGTCT-3’; and chr6_90404906: FW: 5’-TGCCGGTGCTCTTAGGTTGAGT-3’, REV: 5’-GCGTTGATTCCCTGAGT-3’) or were distal to the AsiSI site on chr21_21292316 (FW: 5’-TGCGTGAAGTCTGC-3’, REV: 5’-GGAATGAGGTGCAA-3’) (25,26). PCR products were analyzed by quantitative PCR (BioRad). The results of the quantitative ChIP assays are the mean ± SD of duplicate PCR reactions from a single experiment. One representative of multiple independent experiments is shown.

RESULTS

HP1 deficiency causes genotoxic stress and reduced repair of IR-induced DNA damage

To understand the roles of HP1 in the DDR pathway, we first investigated whether reducing HP1 levels caused genotoxic stress. We depleted HP1 expression using RNA interference; shRNAs (small hairpin RNAs) against the three subtypes of HP1 were designed and packaged into lentivirus. U2OS (osteosarcoma; data not shown) and MCF7 cells (breast cancer; Supplementary Figure S1, left panels) were infected with the recombinant lentivirus, and the transduced cells were selected and maintained by growth in media containing puromycin.

To examine genotoxic stress, we monitored focal accumulation of γH2AX by immunofluorescence. The γH2AX (histone variant of H2AX) is phosphorylated at serine 139, and its accumulation in foci is a marker of chromosomal breaks (27,28). We found that the γH2AX foci were dramatically increased in number in U2OS nuclei after irradiation (IR, 4 Gy) (Figure 1A, last panel, first row). Using this marker for genotoxic stress (Figure 1A, first panel, first row), we saw that U2OS cells infected with
shRNAs against each HP1 subtype showed increased formation of γH2AX foci, even without any treatment by exogenous DNA-damaging agents (Figure 1A, second to fourth panels, first row). Although there were fewer (20–30%) HP1-depleted MCF7 breast cancer cells that had increased γH2AX foci compared with the U2OS cells, enough cells showed the phenotype to indicate that depleting endogenous HP1 induced γH2AX foci formation, and that this phenomenon was not limited to one cell type (Supplementary Figure S2). Western blot assays confirmed the reduced expression of each HP1 subtype by the respective shRNAs and the increased basal γH2AX level in HP1-depleted MCF7 cells (Supplementary Figure S1, right panels). To confirm that the elevated γH2AX signals were due to endogenous stress before treatment with DNA-damaging agents (29), we used 53BP1, another marker for DNA damage, to test HP1-depleted MCF7 cells. Indeed, 53BP1 foci were also

Figure 1. HP1 depletion induces γH2AX and 53BP1 foci formation. (A) U2OS cells or HP1-depleted U2OS cells were stained with an anti-γH2AX antibody (Millipore). The γ2AX images from irradiated U2OS cells (4 Gy) are included as a positive control. MCF7 cell or HP1-depleted MCF7 cells were also stained with anti-γ2AX antibody and anti-53BP1 antibody (Millipore). The images of γH2AX foci and 53BP1 foci were captured on the same areas of the slide for comparison (200 ms by fluorescence microscopy). Scale Bar = 10 μm. (B) MCF7 cell or HP1-depleted MCF7 cells were irradiated (4 Gy), and foci formation was analyzed at 0, 1 and 8 h post-IR. Foci numbers in each nucleus were calculated by image-pro software. The histogram summarizes the average numbers of foci in the nuclei from at least 10 individual cells (right panel). P < 0.001 for MCF7; P < 0.04 for MCF7-shHP1α, β and γ.
elevated in the HPI-depleted cells (Figure 1A, third row). Interestingly, we often observed larger sized 53BP1 foci in HP1-depleted MCF7 cells, presumably reflecting DSBs that resulted from replication stresses (30,31). Moreover, most of γH2AX foci and 53BP1 foci co-localized, with and without irradiation, suggesting γH2AX the foci in Figure 1 are associated with DSBs (Supplementary Figure S3). The data suggest that the DDR processes that respond to endogenous DNA breaks are defective and could contribute to the accumulation of γH2AX and 53BP1 foci in the non-irradiated HP1-depleted cells.

Because HP1 seemed to be important for the DDR to repair endogenous DNA damage, we tested the possibility that HP1 would also be important for the repair of IR-induced chromosomal breaks. We examined the kinetics of DNA damage recovery in MCF7 cells that were irradiated with 4 Gy and then allowed to recover for 1 or 8 h (Figure 1B, first row). Very low levels of γH2AX foci formation were observed in the sham-irradiated control MCF7 cells. However, in the irradiated cells, γH2AX foci were dramatically elevated at 1 h. By 8 h post-IR, they had returned to basal levels, indicating there are efficient DSB repair processes in MCF7 cells. MCF7 cells were depleted of HP1, and especially depleting HP1 subtypes of HP1 may play non-redundant roles in suppressing basal DNA damage and in repairing efficient DNA repair of DSBs when they occur.

Knockdown of HP1 increases apoptosis after irradiation

The elevated basal γH2AX foci level observed in the HP1-depleted mammalian cells could be the result of apoptosis because apoptotic cells also exhibit elevated γH2AX signals (32,33). To determine whether depleting HP1 promoted cell apoptosis, MCF7 and HP1-depleted MCF7 cells were stained with annexin V, which binds to phospholipid phosphatidylserine from disrupted plasma membranes and is a marker for early stage apoptotic cells. Before irradiation, the annexin V-positive MCF7 and HP1-depleted MCF7 cells were very few (2–5%), indicating that HP1 depletion did not induce apoptosis in the resting cells (Figure 2). This was further strengthened by the observation that there was no marked change in the sub-G1 population and overall cell cycle profile in non-irradiated MCF7 cells (Supplementary Figure S4). As expected, IR (4 Gy) increased the annexin V-stained fraction of MCF7 cells to 8.6%. Notably, depleting HP1, and especially depleting HP1γ, dramatically enhanced the percentage of annexin V-positive cells (10.2–20.1%) after irradiation. Although we may be underestimating the apoptotic proportions because of cell debris, our observations suggest that HP1 proteins were required to suppress IR-induced apoptosis. However, because the number of apoptotic MCF7 cells was very low before irradiation, the elevated numbers of γH2AX foci visualized in basal non-irradiated HP1-depleted cells (Figure 1) was presumably not because of increased apoptosis. Rather, it suggests endogenous DNA damage accumulated in HP1-depleted cells before irradiation. The defect in the DDR pathway in HP1-depleted cells most likely contributed to the enhanced apoptosis and the increased genomic instability observed after irradiation. We concluded that the increased number of basal γH2AX foci observed in HP1-depleted cells (Figure 1) did not result from apoptosis, even though it is also marked by γH2AX staining (27,28).

Although each subtype of HP1 has conserved domains and common functions, HP1 isoforms cannot effectively compensate for each other’s role in regulating DNA repair and apoptosis in the context of DDR. Therefore, these three subtypes of HP1 may play non-redundant roles in DDR pathway despite their conserved domains.

HP1 is involved in the foci formation of BRCA1 and 53BP1

In response to DNA damage, the ATM/ATR kinase is activated and phosphorylates γH2AX. This event is usually followed by the recruitment of a series of DDR factors, including BRCA1, 53BP1, MDC1, RNF8, RNF168 and others, to the DSB sites (11,12). To identify which DDR factors or which steps of the DDR pathways were affected by depleting HP1, we used irradiation-induced foci-forming assays. Many DDR proteins form microscopically visible mega complexes, the so-called foci, around DSB sites in response to genotoxic stress. Because the DDR factor BRCA1 associates and co-localizes with HP1 in cells (34), and is required for HR, the formation of BRCA1 foci was analyzed. U2OS cells were transfected with either control siRNA or a siRNA designed to target one of the three HP1 subtypes (Supplementary Figure S2, left panels). Two sets of commercially available siRNA specific for HP1 were used to confirm target specificity (Supplementary Figure S5) and the resulting phenotype (data not shown) to rule out a secondary target effect on BRCA1. Transfected cells were irradiated (4 Gy) and then stained with an anti-BRCA1 antibody. BRCA1 foci were easily observed in U2OS cells (transfected with a control siRNA) after IR-treatment (Figure 3A), and 69.1% of the irradiated U2OS cells had >10 foci per cell. In contrast, significantly less (19–25%; P < 0.03) HP1-depleted U2OS cells had >10 foci per cell after IR compared with the control, indicating HP1 played a critical role in forming BRCA1 foci that were induced by genotoxic stress.

Next, we looked at foci formation by 53BP1, which is another DDR factor that is involved in NHEJ, and we compared it with BRCA1 foci. Control U2OS and HP1-depleted U2OS cells were irradiated and double stained with anti-53BP1 and anti-BRCA1 antibodies. Both 53BP1 (red foci) and BRCA1 foci (green foci) formed in U2OS cells in response to IR-treatment. Foci of BRCA1 and 53BP1 did not notably overlap, as previously reported (35,36). Although most control U2OS cells contained...
10 BRCA1 and 10 53BP1 foci per cell after irradiation, similar to the previous result, the number of BRCA1 foci (green foci) was clearly reduced in HP1-depleted cells (Figure 3B). Unexpectedly, the number of 53BP1 foci seemed to have increased aberrantly in HP1-depleted cells (Figure 3B and Supplementary Figure S6). Furthermore, the 53BP1 foci also looked much larger and the shape was irregular in HP1-depleted cells. Together with our initial results (Figure 1), these findings indicate that HP1-depleted cells, even in the absence of exogenous DNA-damaging agents, were under elevated genotoxic stress. This was most likely because of endogenous DNA damage that could not be properly repaired because of defects in the DDR pathways. It also suggests that HP1 could balance the number of IR-induced foci formed by BRCA1 and 53BP1 in U2OS cells. We surmise that HP1 was required both for the efficient formation of BRCA1 foci and to prevent uncontrolled large numbers of 53BP1 foci from forming in response to IR. When the roles of BRCA1 in HR repair and 53BP1 in NHEJ repair are considered, depleting HP1 would dysregulate both BRCA1 and 53BP1 foci formation, thereby leading to defective DSB repair or an inappropriate choice of DNA repair pathway by the DDR.

HP1 is required for the association of BRCA1 with chromatin

To define the mechanism of HP1 regulation of BRCA1 and 53BP1 recruitment at the molecular level, we performed ChIP assays on U2OS cells containing the 4-OHT-induced AsiSI-dependent DNA damage system (25,26). Because the restriction enzyme AsiSI is fused to the estrogen receptor ligand-binding domain (ER LBD), the restriction enzyme activity of AsiSI-ER can be induced by 4-OHT treatment. Sheared chromatin was prepared from 4-OHT- or vehicle-treated AsiSI-ER-U2OS cells. The chromatin was immunoprecipitated with an anti-BRCA1 or anti-53BP1 antibody. Specific primer pairs for two DNA breaks sites created by AsiSI [two proximal regions of Chr 1 (chr1_89231183) and Chr 6 (chr6_90404906) and a distal region (chr21_21292316) of Chr 21] were used to amplify the immunoprecipitated chromatin. Both BRCA1 and 53BP1 were recruited to AsiSI-restricted DSB sites (Figure 4A and B). Notably, occupancy of BRCA1 at DSB sites located at Chr 1 and Chr 6 was clearly induced (Figure 4A). In addition, the recruitment of 53BP1 to Chr 1 and Chr 6 DSB sites was also detected (Figure 4B, insets), supporting increased occupancy of BRCA1 and 53BP1 at DSB sites. To determine the role played by HP1 in BRCA1 and 53BP1 recruitment, specific siRNAs against the three HP1 isoforms were transfected into AsiSI-ER-U2OS cells 48 h before 4-OHT-treatment. The depletion of HP1 had marked effects on the recruitment of BRCA1 and 53BP1 to the DSB sites. BRCA1 was no longer recruited to damaged chromatin (Chr 1 and Chr 6) in HP1-depleted cells, even after 4-OHT treatment (Figure 4A). Instead, 53BP1 recruitment to Chr 1 and Chr 6 was drastically enhanced (Figure 4B). In contrast, the recruitment of BRCA1 and 53BP1 to the DSB site in the distal region of Chr 21 was only mildly affected by depleting HP1 on DSB induction (Figure 4A and B), serving a negative control. The nature
of BRCA1 and 53BP1 binding to distal Chr 21, although at a lower level, is not yet known, but it might suggest other functional roles for BRCA1, such as transcription regulation in response to DSB induction (37). Consistent with our foci formation assay data (Figure 3), HP1 played a critical role in regulating the association of the BRCA1 and 53BP1 DDR proteins with chromatin. HP1 facilitated BRCA1 recruitment to the DSB sites, but impedes the recruitment of 53BP1.

Because BRCA1 is required for HR repair, we used an anti-RAD51 antibody in the ChIP assay to further probe the role played by HP1 in HR repair. RAD51 is a human homolog of the RecA protein that forms nucleoprotein filaments to catalyze the homologous strand invasion step during recombination (38). DSB induction by 4-OHT/AsiSI-ER led to the increased association of RAD51 to Chr 1 and Chr 6 DSB sites, but not to the distal region of Chr 21 in AsiSI-ER-U2OS cells (Figure 4C). Furthermore, depleting HP1 abrogated the RAD51 recruitment to the DNA lesions on Chr 1 and Chr 6. These results indicate that HP1 regulated the recruitment of the RAD51/BRCA1 complex to the DSB sites and might regulate HR repair.

To determine whether HP1 was associated with chromatin before and after DSB induction, individual sheared chromatin was immunoprecipitated using a specific anti-HP1α antibody (Figure 4D). Different amounts of HP1α proteins were associated with three regions of chromatin we examined. More HP1α protein was associated with Chr 1 and Chr 6 than Chr 21. Interestingly, although HP1α dissociated from the chromatin after 4-OHT/AsiSI-ER-mediated induction of DSBs, the occupancy of chromatin-associated HP1α protein remained at 50–60% of the original levels. Similar to HP1α, HP1β and HP1γ associated more with the Chr 1 and Chr 6 regions than the region of Chr 21 (Supplementary Figure S7), and their
occupancy at Chr 1 and Chr 6 was also reduced on DSB induction. Based on these results, we propose that only a portion of HP1 dissociates from chromatin on DSB induction, and that the remaining chromatin-bound HP1 is still capable of regulating the DDR pathway.

**HP1 is specifically important for HR repair, but not NHEJ repair**

The aforementioned findings indicate that HP1α, HP1β and HP1γ were required to promote BRCA1 recruitment to the sites of DNA damage. Given that BRCA1 is important for the HR repair pathway, we tested whether HP1 promoted HR. We used I-SceI-based, GFP U2OS-HR and U2OS-NHEJ reporter systems to determine the respective roles of HP1 in the HR and NHEJ repair pathways (23). I-SceI is a rare-cutting restriction endonuclease that recognizes a specific 18-bp sequence and leaves a 4-bp 5’-overhang on I-SceI-mediated cutting. The individual reporters were engineered to produce GFP-positive cells only if HR or NHEJ could repair the I-SceI-induced DSBs. Transfection of the cells with siRNA targeting each HP1 subtype (Supplementary Figure S2, right panels) led to a significant (P < 0.002) reduction in the number of GFP-positive cells in the HR reporter cells for all HP1 subtypes (Figure 5). In contrast, depleting HP1 did not significantly affect the number of GFP-positive cells in the NHEJ reporter cells.
U2OS–NHEJ reporter cells (Figure 5, right panel). These results indicate that all three HP1 subtypes were important for HR-dependent DNA repair, but they were not required for NHEJ repair. Because BRCA1 is an important factor in HR repair (39), we suggest that depleting HP1 dramatically reduced BRCA1 recruitment and foci formation, thereby impairing HR repair.

Impaired cell cycle checkpoint control in HP1-depleted cells

It seems likely that HP1 promoted HR repair by recruiting BRCA1 to the DSB sites. The tumor suppressor activity of BRCA1 can also be assayed through its regulatory role in the cell cycle checkpoint. Accordingly, we sought to define the role of HP1 in the control of the cell cycle checkpoint. U2OS cells or HP1-depleted U2OS cells were irradiated (4 Gy), then fixed and permeabilized. Fixed cells were then stained with PI and analyzed using flow cytometry. Depleting HP1 affected the overall U2OS cell cycle profile by increasing the sub-G1 population and decreasing the G1 population (Figure 6A). U2OS cells had ~11% of cells in sub-G1 cell, which serves as a baseline control. Notably, the sub-G1 populations of cells depleted of HP1α, HP1β and HP1γ increased to 20, 23 and 30%, respectively, which is consistent with the elevated apoptosis levels observed in HP1-depleted cells after irradiation (Figure 2). However, the G1 population of U2OS cells (27%) decreased to 12.8, 21 and 6.4% in U2OS cells depleted for HP1α, HP1β and HP1γ, after irradiation. A similar cell cycle profile was obtained using HP1-depleted AsSi-E-R-U2OS cells after 4-OHT treatment (Supplementary Figure S8). Based on the observations of increased sub-G1 population in HP1-depleted U2OS cells, we propose that HP1 could be involved in regulating the control of apoptosis and the cell cycle.

Because BRCA1 reportedly plays a critical role in control of the G2→M checkpoint during DDR (40), we investigated whether HP1 affects the phosphorylation of histone H3 at serine 10, a hallmark of mitosis. The U2OS mitotic cell population, as measured by H3 serine 10 phosphorylation, was ~4% before irradiation, but dropped to 0.5% after irradiation, in agreement with a G2/M cell cycle arrest (Figure 6B, first panel, second row). In HP1-depleted U2OS cells, the mitotic cell population was between 2 and 3%, which was somewhat lower than that of the parental U2OS cells. However, the HP1-depleted cells, particularly the HP1α- and HP1β-depleted cells, showed little reduction in mitotic cells after irradiation. Altogether, the data suggest that depleting HP1 caused defects in the arrest of the G2/M cell cycle that resulted in increased apoptosis and impaired G2/M arrest in U2OS cells after irradiation.

To validate this hypothesis, the same experiments were performed using isogenic BRCA1-supplemented and BRCA1-negative HCC1937 breast cancer cells (41). Irradiation of BRCA1-supplemented HCC1937 cells decreased the mitotic cell population by 75% (Figure 6B, second panel, second row). However, BRCA1-supplemented HCC1937 cells depleted of HP1 showed little, if any, change in the size of the mitotic cell population. These data also suggest the arrest of G2/M cell cycle was defective in HP1-depleted cells. These data confirm that similar to BRCA1, HP1 is required for G2/M cell cycle checkpoint control. Next, we analyzed the G2/M cell populations in BRCA1-negative HCC1937 cells. In contrast to the BRCA1-supplemented HCC1937 cells, depleting HP1 from BRCA1-negative HCC1937 cells increased the mitotic cell population (Figure 6B, third panel, second row). Furthermore, the mitotic cell population of BRCA1-negative HCC1937 cells was not reduced after irradiation, supporting a critical role for BRCA1 in control of the G2/M cell cycle checkpoint. Even depleting HP1 did not affect the size of the mitotic cell population in the irradiated BRCA1-negative HCC1937 cells. These data suggest that HP1-mediated control of the G2/M cell cycle checkpoint is dependent on BRCA1 function, indicating that some kind of interaction between HP1 and BRCA1 is required for proper arrest of the G2/M cell cycle checkpoint.

HP1 depletion increases the cell proliferation potential of MCF7 breast cancer cells

Our aforementioned results demonstrate that HP1 played essential roles during DDR. Because defects in the DDR pathways frequently lead to genome instability in mammalian cells, we performed colony formation assays to examine the role of HP1 in cell proliferation in vitro, a hallmark of tumorigenesis. Equal numbers (100 per well) of MCF7 cells and HP1-depleted MCF7 cells were cultured for 10 days, and the colonies were stained with crystal violet. On average, MCF7 cells formed 20 colonies (Figure 7A). In contrast, HP1-depleted MCF7 cells formed more colonies of larger sizes. In particular, the MCF7 cells depleted of HP1α and HP1β formed 2- to 3-fold more colonies than the control MCF7 cells. The data suggest that depleting HP1 enhances the clonogenic
**Figure 6.** HP1 plays an important role in apoptosis and cell cycle checkpoint control. (A) U2OS cells or HP1-depleted U2OS cells were cultured in low serum medium for 18 h and irradiated at 4 Gy. The cells were cultured for another 3 h, stained with PI and 5 × 10^4 were analyzed by flow cytometry. (B) U2OS, HCC1937 (BRCA1-deficient or supplemented) cells and HP1-depleted MCF7 and HCC1937 cells were cultured in low serum medium for 18 h. Irradiated and sham-irradiated cells were cultured for 3 h before fixing, then stained with an anti-histone H3 phospho-serine 10 antibody (Millipore) and analyzed by FACS.

**Figure 7.** HP1 depletion enhances colony formation of MCF7 breast cancer cells. Equal numbers (100) of MCF7 cells or HP1-depleted MCF7 cells were cultured in each well of six-well plates. Colonies were stained with crystal violet on Day 10. A representative photo is shown (left panel), and the results were collected from three independent experiments, presented as mean ± SD (histogram, right panel). The plating efficiency was between ~20 and 65%.
potential of MCF7 breast cancer cells. Therefore, deregulation or repression of HP1 might be a key event in tumorigenesis for some types of cancers.

**DISCUSSION**

**Dynamic interaction of HP1 with chromatin and other DDR factors in DDR pathway**

The DDR pathway is a multi-step pathway that involves numerous protein factors (11,12). However, the molecular roles of the HP1 subtypes in DDR pathway were unclear. This report demonstrates that HP1 plays essential roles in DDR pathways, including DNA HR repair, control of cell cycle checkpoint and induction of apoptosis. HP1 was originally identified as an important regulator of chromatin formation and gene expression (4,14). However, HP1 may have more diverse functions in DNA repair and tumorigenesis (4,21,22). Recently, several groups showed that HP1 can dynamically associate or dissociate with chromatin in response to DNA damage. Results from several independent studies have also shown that HP1 dynamically associates and dissociates from chromatin in response to DNA damage (15–19). For HP1β, threonine-51 phosphorylation of may be involved in the dynamics (15). Our data showed that HP1α and other HP1 subtypes dissociated from chromatin after DNA damage (Figure 4D and Supplementary Figure S7). However, our ChIP assay also showed that 40–60% of HP1 remained associated with chromatin after DNA damage, suggesting a dynamic association of HP1 during DNA damage repair processes.

The exact mechanisms governing HP1 association with chromatin during DDR is not yet completely understood. Critically, our results suggest that two of the essential roles played by HP1 are to promote recruitment of BRCA1 to DSB sites to form foci and to inhibit the recruitment of 53BP1 to DSBs in response to irradiation (Figures 3 and 4). One possible mechanism for HP1 in the DDR pathway is that it acts as an adapter protein for the efficient assembly of BRCA1, KAP1 and other DDR proteins at the sites of DNA damage. Previously, laser micro-irradiation assays showed that depleting HP1α impairs the localization of BRCA1, 53BP1, Rad51 and CAF1 to damaged chromatin (20), suggesting active roles for HP1α in the DDR pathway. Baldeyron et al. (20) suggested that HP1α regulates HR repair, especially through its interaction with CAF1. However, they did not elaborate why their knockdown of HP1α specifically affected HR, but not NHEJ repair (please see later in the text). Another possibility is that HP1 acts through remodeling of the chromatin structure. HP1 associates mostly with heterochromatic regions through its binding to methylated lysine 9 residues of histone H3 (H3K9Me2 or Me3), a heterochromatin histone mark (7). HP1 may also increase the methylation level of H3K9 through the direct recruitment of the Suv39H1 enzyme to chromatin (14). A recent report showed that the tumor suppressor function of BRCA1 is dependent on heterochromatin structure (42). BRCA1-deficient cells frequently show de-repression of genes and the reduced numbers of heterochromatin centers. Together with our results, it suggests that both HP1 and the heterochromatin structure may contribute to the tumor suppressor and HR repair function of BRCA1.

Unexpectedly, the chromatin association and formation of 53BP1 foci were increased in HP1-depleted cells. Recent reports show that BRCA1 foci and 53BP1 foci do not significantly overlap (36). Furthermore, enrichment of BRCA1 at foci antagonizes recruitment of 53BP1 and efficient 53BP1-dependent NHEJ repair (35). The recruitment of 53BP1 to chromatin occurs after γH2AX phosphorylation by ATM, binding of MDC1 and binding of RNF8 to damaged chromatin (43). Furthermore, the tudor domain of 53BP1 associates with methylated histone H3K79 (H3K79Me2) and histone H4K20 (H4K20Me2) (43–46). As many protein–protein interactions and histone modifications are required for the recruitment of 53BP1 to chromatin, HP1 may control the level of histone methylation and protein interaction of 53BP1 with other factors directly or indirectly. For example, HP1 may suppress 53BP1 recruitment and NHEJ repair by controlling the level of histone H3 lysine 36 methylation (H3K36Me2) and KDM4A demethylase activity (47–49). It seems that increased 53BP1 recruitment could represent a compensatory mechanism in BRCA1-deficient or HP1-deficient cells. Thus, the dynamic interaction of HP1 with chromatin and other DDR factors may determine the DNA repair pathway choices and cell fate in response to DNA damage.

**HP1 is required for the induction of HR repair**

Here, we also showed that HP1 was required for HR DNA repair, but not NHEJ repair. This result implies that HP1 may be a factor that influences the choice between the HR and NHEJ repair pathways for DSBs. Mechanisms for cells to choose between the two DNA repair pathways have not been clear until now. Published literature indicates that the repair choice could depend on cell cycle status, chromatin structure and other factors (50). HR repair takes place during the S and G2 phases, whereas NHEJ repair is more prevalent in cells at the G1 stage of the cell cycle. Recent reports suggest that BRCA1 is involved in the HR DNA repair pathway, and BRCA1 associates more with heterochromatic regions (42,51,52). However, HR repair by BRCA1 is inhibited by the DDR factor 53BP1, and 53BP1 may enhance the activity of the NHEJ DNA repair pathway (51,52). Our results show, unequivocally, that HP1 promoted HR and recruits BRCA1 to form foci. In contrast, depleting HP1 increased 53BP1 association with DSB sites and 53BP1 foci formation. It is plausible that the local concentration of HP1 could determine the occupancy of BRCA1 or 53BP1 on chromatin, supporting the hypothesis that HP1 is a critical determinant involved in the choice between HR and NHEJ repair. Our study suggests that different local concentrations of HP1 on chromatin could influence the outcome of the DDR (Figure 8). Irradiating cells caused the HP1 protein to partially dissociate from chromatin but the remaining HP1 facilitated the recruitment of BRCA1 to the damaged DNA sites (Figures 4D and 8). DNA lesions in HP1 abundant chromatin are repaired during G2/M cell cycle...
arrest by BRCA1-mediated HR repair. However, more 53BP1 was clearly recruited to DSB sites in HP1-depleted and BRCA1-deficient cells, which used NHEJ for repair or apoptosed. Very recently, Soria and Almouzni (53) reported differential contribution of HP1 subtypes to HR, during the time our manuscript was under review. Notably, results from their sister chromatid exchange (SCE) assay that HP1 depletion reduced SCE activities have independently validated our observations reported herein. However, there is a discrepancy between Soria's and our data with respect to the role of HP1γ in HR repair as determined by reporter assays. Nonetheless, it does not affect our main conclusion on that HP1 promotes HR but not NHEJ repair. Therefore, we propose that differential local concentrations of HP1 could play a critical role in determining which DSB repair pathway is used (e.g. HR versus NHEJ).

HP1 proteins are not evenly distributed on chromatin. Higher concentrations of HP1 proteins are usually associated with heterochromatin, and lower concentrations of HP1 proteins are associated with euchromatin. However, there are reports showing that HP1 also associates with euchromatic regions (54,55). The association of HP1 with chromatin may also differ depending on the HP1 subtype. However, we found that all three subtypes of HP1 were involved in suppressing DNA damage, probably by regulating HR repair (Figure 5). Although there were subtle differences between the HP1 subtypes in cell cycle checkpoint control, apoptosis and colony formation (Figures 2, 6 and 7), each subtype of HP1 could not compensate for another in foci formation and HR repair (Figures 1, 3 and 5). The unique functions of each subtype of HP1 in the DDR pathway need to be further investigated. Studies of post-translational modifications or specific interactions with other proteins or non-coding RNAs may reveal the unique role of each HP1 subtype (56–58).

**HP1 is an important regulator for BRCA1 in cell cycle checkpoint, apoptosis control and tumor suppression**

Two consequences of the DDR are cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. Cell cycle arrest provides time for the DNA repair pathways to repair DNA lesions. More severely damaged cells are usually removed from the population by internal cell death mechanisms, such as apoptosis. Interestingly, HP1 may be involved in both these processes. HP1 was a key factor in cell cycle checkpoint control, including G2/M arrest, but HP1 also suppressed apoptosis after DNA damage (Figures 2 and 5). Probably HP1 has a role in facilitating cell cycle arrest and DNA repair and in delaying apoptosis. Previous studies support a role for HP1 in cell cycle control and apoptosis (59). They observed that depleting HP1 from *Drosophila* cells led to a decrease in the S and G2/M cell phases and a dramatic increase in apoptotic cells. These authors suggested that many cell cycle regulators were also misregulated in HP1-depleted *Drosophila* cells.

Because HP1 was an important factor for recruiting BRCA1 to chromatin and forming (Figures 3 and 4), it
could control other cellular functions, including the cell cycle checkpoint and apoptosis, through its regulation of BRCA1. BRCA1 is required for G1/S, intra S and G2/M cell cycle checkpoint control and apoptosis (24,40,60). Thus, HP1 may be a critical partner protein for the tumor suppressor function of BRCA1. Although both MCF7 cells and U2OS cells have wild-type endogenous BRCA1, the endogenous BRCA1 is not functional in the DDR when HP1 is depleted. This BRCA1-necessity phenonemon includes impairment of the HR DNA repair pathway, which is an error-free repair mechanism (61). Accordingly, in HP1-depleted cells, DNA damage may only be repairable by the error-prone NHEJ pathway. Furthermore, cell cycle arrest after DNA damage is essential for maintaining genomic integrity and cell survival. A defect in the HR repair mechanism and cell cycle checkpoint control in HP1-depleted cells may lead to chromatin instability and/or carcinogenesis. This suggests that HP1 could be a critical factor in suppressing tumorigenesis in some cancers, such as breast cancer and ovarian cancer.

Previously, several groups showed that the expression of HP1 subtypes is altered in some cancer cells and tissues (62). HP1 expression levels are usually decreased in cancer cells (62). For example, HP1β expression is decreased in metastatic and aggressive breast cancer cells (63). In contrast, another group demonstrated HP1β expression is upregulated in certain breast cancer patients (64). These studies indicate the potential significance of HP1 protein in breast cancer tumorigenesis. Our study provides a novel molecular mechanism for the role of HP1 in the tumorigenesis process. Further analysis of HP1 in cancer cells may provide additional clues about the roles HP1 might play in carcinogenesis. Germ line mutations or altered expression of HP1 may be involved in dysregulation of DDR pathways and the tumorigenesis process. The significance of HP1 in the DDR pathway suggests that HP1 expression could serve as a biomarker for prognosis and as a promising target for cancer therapy. Because dysregulation of DDR also affects patient responses to anti-cancer therapies, the analysis of HP1 in cancer samples may contribute to the design of more effective therapy regimens.
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